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Motivation

• Spanish is a language spoken by more than 572 million people.

• It is the second language in the world by number of native 
speakers with more than 477 million people.

• In Spain:
• over 176 thousand practicing physicians

• more than 247 thousand nursing and midwifery personnel

• 54 thousand pharmaceutical personnel.

• Resources like PubMed only contain a fraction of the 
biomedical and medical literature originally published in 
Spanish.
• Content also stored in other resources such as SciELO.



The SciELO Database

• Publicly funded database maintained by the participating 
countries with open access to full-text articles.

• Currently:
• Around 812,000 indexed articles

• Spanish: around 319,000

• Portuguese: around 282,000

• English: around 266,000

• Health Science: 44% -> Plan-TL Focus

• SciELO has to be sustainable for investing countries while 
being able to keep up with the increased amount of 
information being generated.

• Active journals > 1000



Use cases

• Using SciELO, we explored three use cases where data 
mining techniques could be used to further 
disseminate and explore the full potential of JATS:
• Extraction of clinical case sections from full-text SciELO

papers.

• Automated entity recognition to aid human annotators to 
identify specific tags in the original document.

• Specialized machine translation system to automatically 
produce multilingual content



Case 1: Clinical Cases



Case 1: Clinical Cases

• Legal issues in acquiring and distributing medical histories :/

• The Plan for the Impulse of Language Technologies (Plan-TL) in 
Spanish compiled a synthetic corpus of clinical cases from 
SciELO: The Spanish Clinical Case Corpus.

• Used in shared tasks and text mining applications
• Anonymization

• Named Entity Recognition

• Section Recognition

• Extensive manual effort to extract and create tools to retrieve 
only the relevant information.



Case 1: Clinical Cases



Case 1: Clinical Case - Challenges

• XMLs in most ScIELO articles are available just for citation, not 
the full-text. 
• Had to work with the plain text or the HTML from the webpages :/

• When dealing with HTML, old ones were formatted without 
any special tag, such as section delimiter, titles, or citations. 
Just regular HTML tags were used.

• Some articles had more than one clinical case described, so it 
was not straightforward to identify them. 
• With XML this process would be very simple, just automatically 

identifying sections and performing header matching.





Case 1: Clinical Cases - Approaches

• We performed a text search to match “Clinical Case”, which 
could be indicative of the beginning of those sections. 

• To determine the end of the section, the same approach was 
performed but trying to identify the next section. 

• We identified that most clinical cases started the same way
• Confirmatory analysis by evaluating the similarity of the first 1000 

characters of a potential clinical case section to a set of already 
validated ones.

• String matching + Text Similarity



Case 1: Clinical Cases - Outcomes

• The developed algorithm could be adapted for identifying 
general sections in texts that are not yet JATS compliant.
• This way, it would could be able to automatically refactor old articles in 

ScIELO such that sections can be correctly tagged

• On the other hand, a good example of how JATS could help text 
miners is the case of PLOS publisher, which makes available the 
full-text XML for users.

• As a potential effort from SciELO to boost text mining on other 
languages rather than English, is to also make available APIs or 
bulk download schemes.



Case 2: Semi-automated tagging



The SciELO effort

• Funded by FAPESP (govern agency from the state of São Paulo)

• Low dependency on Federal Funds… until when?

• No fees for authors neither for readers.

• Cannot “compete” with for-profit publishers.

• Great Open Source initiatives coming up for the future… but 
what to do with legacy content already published?



Case 2: Semi-automated tagging

• A study from (Guzmán-Useche & Rodríguez-Contreras, 2016) 
analyzed the sustainability of the SciELO initiative in using the 
JATS standard.

• Correlation between number of elements and time:
• The highest correlation was shown between the number of references, 

with an R² of approximately 65% for the countries analyzed.

• The number of figures and tables presented R² of around 30%

• The number of pages presented around 20% of correlation

• Bottleneck: reference tagging
• The process of finding references in texts is an already known problem 

in computer science.



Case 2: Semi-automated tagging

• For instance, the APA citation style can be expressed by:
• One or more words (the names) + a number (the year) between 

parentheses (e.g. “As Smith and Jones (1999) noted, there is no 
correlation between television viewing time and calorie intake.”)

• A number inside parentheses + one or more words (the names) in the 
same sentence (e.g. “There is no correlation between television 
viewing time and calorie intake (Smith and Jones 1999).”)

• For Vancouver system: DOCX2JATS adaptation

• Problem: SciELO has more than 1300 active journals
• Variability in citation style

• Possible solution: Named Entity Recognition (NER). 
• Given a set of already tagged documents from the same journal, one 

could train a neural network system to recognize citations.



Case 2: Semi-automated tagging

• This efforts from the text mining domain could help ScIELO to 
maintain its sustainability, reducing processing times using 
well-known computer science tools. 

• Such solutions are already available, for instance by private 
providers.

• The Open Access nature of the articles published in SciELO, and 
the fact that authors are not charged any fee to publish, 
hinders the possibility of having access to such tools.

• We see as an important future step the closer engagement of 
text miners and the SciELO initiative to create and distribute an 
open source alternative to automatic document marking.



Case 3: Automatic Translation of 
medical articles



Case 3: Automatic Translation of medical 
articles

• “Scientific community needs to develop a comprehensive 
multi-language translation tool to enable international 
researchers to access regional databases not compiled in 
English.” (Prieto, 2018) 

• JATS as an opportunity to boost translation quality.

• Different sections of a scientific article have different writing 
styles and specific words
• High-tailored scenario: one different translation model for each section

• Problem: acquiring data for training at such granularity is very 
demanding without a fixed XML format.



Case 3: Automatic Translation of medical 
articles

• Solution with JATS:
• filter the <sec> tag by the sec-type attribute to acquire Introduction, 

Methods, Results, etc.

• Drawback in SciELO:
• Full-text JATS XML should be available for text miners

• Opportunity in SciELO:
• Researchers could be interested in translate just a specific part of the 

articles when doing a systematic review, such as the Methods sections.

• This can easily be achieved if JATS files are indexed in a platform that 
allows querying by section



Case 3: Automatic Translation of medical 
articles

• Plan-TL:  Developed neural machine translation models that 
can be used for such kind of translation. 

• Differently from Google Translate or Microsoft Bing, our 
translator is adapted to the biomedical domain and is Open 
Source.

• Possible synergy between JATS schema and automatic 
translation as a potential way of creating multi-language 
biomedical databases, which are currently urged by 
researchers.



Suggestions for better synergy 
between JATS publishers and text 

miners



Design suggestions

• Make full-text tagged XML available, such that text miners can use 
them to develop robust algorithms aimed at specific journals. One 
example of desirable resources are the ones made available by PLOS 
and PMC.

• Make available as much as possible marked and original Docx files 
for researchers, such that automatic tagging tools can be perfect and 
trained with the state-of-the-art Named Entity Recognition.

• Text miners can provide enhanced search capabilities for SciELO
based on full-text XML, such as search by sections, automatically 
generated keywords by sections, automatically generated translation 
by sections.

• Text and data miners can take great advantage of non-textual 
information in XML files, such as figures and their captions. A 
current topic of research is summarization, which can use figures as 
input to retrieve the most important parts of the text.



Coming Soon…



Questions?

felipe.soares@bsc.es
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